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malli malli sukh in adimai penn (1969), by
mg ramachandran, sang on the popular

phrase of a mother to her child. this is the
first song-cum -drama which helped to

change the mindset of film music in tamil
cinema. this was a song which perhaps

could not be sung in any other movie and it
gained acceptance because the character

of ‘mother’ was neither a mother nor a
grandmother. thus, the first song in tamil

cinema, which formed the basis for all
others, was song-drama of mgr himself.
about lyricsraag.com is your one-stop for

lyrics in punjabi, hindi, tamil, telugu,
malayalam, and kannada. were committed

to providing you with the best english
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translations possible, with a focus on clear
meanings and regular updates. were
attempting to turn our love for indian
music into a successful online lyrics

website. we hope you enjoy reading the
lyricsraag lyrics as much as we enjoy

providing them. directed by l.v. prasad, the
film also stars sivaji ganesan and major

sundarrajan in important roles.sivaji
ganesan plays a major role in the film.

major sundarrajan plays a small role as a
college lecturer. the music is composed by
saluri rajeswara rao. the lyrics are penned

by kannadasan. the song i am proud of
myself was picturised on a scene where a

man jumps into the sea. this was a
landmark moment in the history of tamil

film music. this song created a new
concept of film song in tamil cinema. the
song was so popular that it was played

frequently after this film on all india radio,
particularly during the 60s and 70s.
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the song, ‘engey nee’ is from the 1973 film
kannathil muthamittal. in this song, sivaji

ganesan promises his love to the daughter
of his college friend. the song has an

interesting story. it was recorded in two
versions with different versions being

made for the tamil and hindi versions of
the movie. the song makes a comeback in
muthamittal 2 and has different variations
in the two versions. the song ‘kaalamellam
kaalamellam’ from the film kalidas is one of
the best songs sung by spb and hemalatha.

the song has one of the best dance
numbers in the kannada film industry. the
song was sung by many popular singers of

the day like p.b.sreenivas, spb, and
hemalatha. the song was shot in a very
rural setting. the song ‘oh my darling’ is

one of the biggest hits of the ‘sivaji’ days.
the song was sung by p.b.sreenivas. the

song takes you on a journey and captures
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the feelings of a brother and sister in the
song. this song is very popular among
younger audiences, and is sung by a

popular tamil singer. the song ‘unn oya’
from the film moondrezhuthil yaathu was

sung by spb. the song was shot in the
forest and is one of the best tamil songs
that shows the rural life. the song is very
popular among youth. it has a very strong
element of the tamil countryside. the song
‘thalaiva’ from the film kalyana kalyanam
is one of the very popular songs sung by

spb. the song has a very strong element of
the tamil countryside, and has powerful
sentiments. it is one of the most popular

songs that is played during the wedding of
any important individual. there are other

songs which were also hugely popular, like
muthammee viral, chinnavar, naanum oru
penn, thaai kodum thaai, iru kodugal, new
tamil 1080p blu ray video songs mkv 30 -
dandiya, paattu naanum chupaalum, paap
naanum chupaalum and the ever popular
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